
TechTip #204 

Adding labels to mats 

There are two procedures to add labels to mats. These are: 1) Heat Seal-with Uncured Rubber and 2) Heat Seal-without Uncured Rubber. Both 
processes allow laundries to add labels to their existing mat inventory. However, labels applied with the Heat Seal Process with uncured rubber 
produces a more permanent result. Below are instructions for both procedures. 

Requirements 

Materials: 

• Labels(available from Mountville Mills) 
• Uncured rubber(available from Mountville Mills) 
• Indelible ink marking pen 

Equipment: 

• Heat Seal Machine* 
• Grinder with wire brush attached 
• Teflon coated fabric 

*Labeling was done using a NatMar Mat Master mat repair press. However any type heat seal machine capable of meeting the time and 
temperature requirements should work. 

Heat Seal Process-with uncured rubber 

• Buff off the area where the labels are to be applied so you have a smooth surface. If the mat is cleated, be sure to remove all cleats. With smooth 
backed mats it is also necessary to buff the rubber to improve the bond between the label and the rubber. Use care not to be too aggressive in 
grinding the rubber backing as you may grind through the rubber backing, damaging the mat. 

• Set your heat seal machine to full air pressure (80 psi is desirable) and 350 degree temperature. 
• Remove the white label from its paper backing. 
• Using a black indelible ink-marking pen, mark the white label as needed. Doing this before the label is vulcanized to the rubber backing makes the 

ink of the marking pen more permanent. 
• Place the mat in the heat seal machine with the buffed rubber area in the middle. 
• Cut and place in the middle of the buffed area a piece of black uncured rubber that is slightly larger than the label being applied. Remove the 

plastic backing from the rubber. 
• Place the label on the uncured rubber. 
• Cover the label and the entire repair area with a piece of Teflon Coated fabric. 
• Close the heat seal machine and allow the label and rubber to cook for 8 minutes. 
• When the cook cycle is completed, allow the mat to cool before handling. 

Heat Seal Process-without uncured rubber 

The Heat Seal Process without uncured rubber is very similar to the Heat Seal Process with uncured rubber. The only difference is that you omit the 
use of the uncured rubber. (See step 6 above) and you reduce the cook cycle time (See step 9 above) from 8 minutes to 2 minutes.  
 
Our experience has shown the Heat Seal Process with uncured rubber to be more permanent than the Heat Seal Process without uncured rubber. In 
our testing of the Heat Seal Process using uncured rubber, labels have lasted over 100 wash cycles. Normally heat-sealed labels without uncured 
rubber begin to fail after 40-50 wash cycles.  
 
The setup and effectiveness of heat seal equipment can vary widely depending on available air pressure and the heat produced by the individual 
machine. Because of this, we recommend that laundries thoroughly wash test several samples before undertaking a large relabeling program.  
 
Should you require labeling materials, additional information, or if Mountville can be of further assistance, please call us at 1-800-241-5549 or 1-706-
882-2961. 

 

 

 


